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Hollande Visits India to Push Rafale Deal

F

rench President Hollande was the Chief Guest on India’s
Republic Day celebrations.
A French military contingent too marched with Indian troops in
the Parade.
The bilateral Agreement on Defence Cooperation concluded in
2006 was extended for another ten years.
A successful air exercise Garuda in June 2014 and naval
exercise Varuna in April 2015 was concluded in which the French
carrier strike group participated. The French multi-mission frigate
Provence will participate in the International Fleet Review at Visakhapatnam in
February 2016.
The Inter-governmental Agreement
(IGA) on the acquisition of 36 Rafale
fighter aircrafts in flyaway condition was
concluded in the visit. The question of
price remained unresolved. (As it is, notwithstanding the “Make in India” campaign, the normal countervailing duty of 12.5 percent is exempted
on the import, this discourages domestic manufacturing).
The two leaders also agreed to intensify cooperation between
the Indian and French Armed Forces in the fields of cyber
security, Special Forces and intelligence-sharing to tackle the
common threat of terrorism.

Nuclear Units at Jaitapur
In pursuance of the 2008 Agreement on the Development of
Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Energy between India and France, the
two leaders encouraged their industrial companies to conclude
techno-commercial negotiations by the end of 2016 for the
construction of six nuclear power reactor units at Jaitapur, with
due consideration to cost viability of the project, economical
financing from the French side, collaboration on transfer of
technology and cost-effective localisation of manufacturing in
India for large and critical components in accord with Government
of India’s “Make in India” initiative.
France acknowledged the need for India to have lifetime guarantee of fuel supply and renewed its commitment to reliable,
uninterrupted and continued access to nuclear fuel supply throughout the entire lifetime of the plants, as stated in the 2008 bilateral
IGA on nuclear cooperation.
The two leaders agreed on a roadmap of cooperation to speed
up discussions on the Jaitapur Nuclear Power Project in 2016.
Their shared aim is to start the implementation of the project in
early 2017.
In this context, the two leaders noted with satisfaction, the
ongoing time-bound implementation of cooperation between
AREVA and L&T under the Memorandum of Understanding
signed in April 2015 for large-scale localisation of components for
the nuclear power project at Jaitapur, as well as the good progress
in pre-engineering studies for the project being carried out by
AREVA in collaboration with NPCIL.
PM Modi and President Hollande welcomed the initialing of
revised MOU between EDF and NPCIL for the construction of six

EPR units at Jaitapur.
France welcomed the decision by the Government of India to
ratify the Convention on Supplementary Compensation for
Nuclear Damage.

Clean Energy
The two leaders stressed the importance of climate-oriented
investments between the two countries. In this context, they
welcomed the partnership of EDF EN and SITAC with a
commitment to invest 155 million Euros in 2016. The new JV
EDF EN/SITAC plans to invest 1 billion
Euros by 2021.
The two leaders noted with satisfaction, the support provided by AFD
(French Development Agency) to enhance energy efficiency in India, with
the ongoing cooperation with the public
ESCO EESL (Energy Efficiency Services Limited) for the promotion of LED lighting, and its future
support to the construction of green housing, especially for
lower income groups.

Smart Cities
The 3 MoUs signed in January 2016 between the Union Territory
of Chandigarh, the State of Maharashtra, the Union Territory of
Puducherry and the French Development Agency for extending
technical assistance for the development of the 3 cities of
Chandigarh, Nagpur and Puducherry respectively, as Smart
Cities in India.
The proposed collaboration between AFD (French Agency for
Development) and the Government of India for financing projects
related to urban water and sanitation in Puducherry.
The partnerships between Engineering Projects India Limited
(EPI) and nine French companies who will be able to contribute
to major infrastructures projects in India.

Semi Bullet Trains from Punjab, Alstom
The two Leaders stressed the importance of clean transport and
recalled the Protocol of Cooperation signed between the Indian
Ministry of Railways and French National Railways SNCF in
April 2015 in the field of Semi high speed rail and station
development. The two Leaders welcomed the follow-up Agreement signed in December 2015 between the SNCF and Ministry
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Crude Reaches $26.63
Crude Oil (Indian Basket) from 20 to 26 Jan 2016
($/bbl)
(Rs/bbl)
(Rs/$)

20 Jan

21 Jan

22 Jan

26 Jan

24.03
1633.49
67.98

24.47
1665.18
68.06

26.87
1820.43
67.75

26.63
1801.19
67.64

(Previous Trading Day Price)

Source: Ministry of Petroleum & Natural Gas

Hollande and Modi Launch International Solar Alliance to bring
together 122 Countries in Gwal Pahari, Gurgaon

P

resident Hollande and Prime Minister Modi
jointly launched the new International Solar
Alliance (ISA) initiative in Paris on 30 November
2015 on the sidelines of the COP 21. The two
leaders jointly laid the foundation stone of the
building for Headquarters of International Solar
Alliance (ISA) and inaugurated
the interim Secretariat of the
ISA in Gurgaon, India, on 25
January 2016.
The French have committed to
s upport the solar projects
launched by the member countries of ISA. The AFD Group will
provide funding amounting to 300
million Euros. This pledge is in line with the
financing of 2 billion Euros for the development of
renewable energies, announced by France during
COP21. India has set apart 5 acres of land and
three floors at NISE (National Institute for Solar
Energy). Two public sector companies have offered 1 million each to get ISA started. Modi says
that 122 countries between the two tropics have
more than 300 days of sunshine. India is the price
candidate for the ISA whose interim secretariat is
now in Gurgaon. He said that India is already
generating 5000 MW of solar energy.
Hollande on ISA: The Solar Alliance must
Act in Three Ways
Pool the demand of high-potential countries and
use the resulting mass effect to bring down the
financing costs.
Harmonize the solar markets and open them up
to reduce the cost of investments and for users.
Enable the necessary technology transfers between developed and developing countries.
This means that national and local governments
must provide impetus by creating a favourable
regulatory and financial framework.
This means mobilizing financial levers for supporting investments and speeding up project delivery.
Finally, this means mobilizing companies, like
the terawatt initiative, in which many French
companies which are supporting me are involved.
The initial projects must begin quickly. India has
offered to set up the headquarters. The first
meeting was held in Abu Dhabi a few days ago.
The alliance must begin work without delay in
order to achieve tangible results on the ground.
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The Alliance has France’s full support
I would like to announce here that the French
development agency will allocate €300 million to
developing solar energy over the next five years in
order to finance the initial projects.
We will mobilize our companies, our research
and technological institutions,
and our diplomatic network to
help achieve our shared objectives
We will work with India on the
vital issue of the cost of financing. Small and fragmented solar projects are less attractive
to investors. W e will use our
expertise to find solutions to make the projects
more competitive.
We will also act within the framework of the
COP21 presidency. I would like more and more
partners to join our alliance and for its political
declaration to be signed by as many heads to
state and government as possible at the signing
of the Paris agreement on 22 April in New York,
which will also be the opportunity to launch the
first operational projects.
Contributing to the success of the Alliance
also means launching French-Indian
projects.
We can rely on our shared commitment.
Last spring, India set a hugely ambitious national target of 100 solar gigawatts by 2022, which
is a 30-fold increase in its current capacity.
In France, the law on energy transition has set
a target to increase the share of renewable energies to 32% of the final energy consumption by
2030, and to increase the share of renewables in
electricity production to 40%.
The doubling of the call for tender which I
decided upon in July will enable a further 1 GW to
be quickly installed and 500 territories to be
mobilized, led by the minister of ecology.
French companies are already heavily involved
in solar energy in India, where they account for
10% of installed capacity.
Many projects are being set up and agreements
have once again been started during this visit. I
propose that our target should be to build at least
10 gigawatts of new capacity.
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Roasted Chana Exports in
1 kg Consumer Packs Allowed

Natural Rubber Squeezed to Protect Domestic Industry
• No Imports of Rubber Allowed under Advance Authorization for 70 Days in
21 Jan-31 March Period against Licenses Issued in this Period

Effect of this notification: Export of Roasted
Gram (whole/split) in consumer packs of 1
(one) Kg has been permitted.

Effect of this Notification: Facility for import of Natural Rubber under Advance Authorisations issued
or revalidated on or after 21.01.2016 will not available with immediate effect up to 31.03.2016.

31-Ntfn
20.01.2016
(DGFT)

Subject: Amendment in Paragraph 4.18 of the Foreign Trade Policy 2015-20.
33-Ntfn
21.01.2016
(DGFT)

In exercise of powers conferred
by Section 5 of the Foreign
Trade (Development &
Regulation) Act, 1992 (No.22 of
1992) read with Para 1.02 of the Foreign Trade
Policy, 2015-2020, the Central Government hereby
amends the following provisions of FTP 2015- 20:2. The following sub paragraph is inserted in para

4.18 of FTP 2015-2020:
4.18 Importability / Exportability of items that are
Prohibited / Restricted / STE
(vi) Import of Natural Rubber will not be allowed
during the period 21st January 2016 to 31st March
2016 under Advance Authorisations to be issued
or revalidated on or after 21st January, 2016.

Imports Allowed only thru Chennai and Nhava Sheva Ports
• Rubber Prices Fall to Rs. 85 per kg in World Market
• Stiff Duty of 25% on Natural Rubber and High Domestic Price of Rs. 95/kg
Fails to Please Producers
• Tyre Manufacturers Hurt, Demand Protection from Import
Effect of this Notification: Import of Natural Rubber of all varieties/forms covered under EXIM Code
4001 is allowed only through sea ports of Chennai and Nhava Sheva (Jawaharlal Nehru Port).
Subject: Amendment in import policy conditions of Natural Rubber under Exim code 4001 10 of
Chapter 40 of ITC (HS), 2012 - Schedule - 1 (Import Policy).
32-Ntfn
20.01.2016
(DGFT)

In exercise of powers conferred by Section 3 of FT (D&R) Act, 1992, read with
paragraph 1.02 and 2.01of the Foreign Trade Policy, 2015-2020, as amended from
time to time, the Central Government hereby introduces the Import Policy
Conditions of Natural Rubber under Exim code 4001 of Chapter 40 of ITC (HS),
2012 - Schedule - 1 (Import Policy) as under:
Exim Code Item Description

4001

Policy

Natural Rubber, Balata, Gutta-Percha, Guayule, Free
Chicle And Similar Natural Gums, In Primary
Forms Or In Plates, Sheets Or Strip,

Revised Policy Condition

Import allowed only through
sea ports of Chennai and Nhava
Sheva (Jawaharlal Nehru Port).

DGFT Moves Towards Paperless and Personal Contact Free Environment
• Move Named as “Trade Facilitation” for “Absolute Integrity” and
“Transparency”
• No “Outside” Persons Allowed Inside
• All Contact Only thru Email and Speed Post
• Only Jt. DGFT and Above Officers Allowed to Meet Visitors
Subject: Trade Facilitation Measures
14-TN
19.01.2016
(DGFT)

In continuation of Trade
Notice No. 12/2015 dated
13.01.2016, stressing the need
to maintain absolute integrity
and transparency in the functioning of all DGFT
offices, attention is drawn to the fact that DGFT is
moving towards an IT enabled paperless and
personal contact free environment to achieve
these objectives in a more comprehensive and
complete manner. While these actions have been
substantially undertaken and remaining actions
will be taken in an expedited timeframe, the
following steps are to be immediately implemented in all DGFT offices, including DGFT Headquarters in Delhi:
(i) Barring exceptions given below, no outside
person (i.e. person not working in that office) will
be required to enter any DGFT office including
DGFT Headquarters henceforth.
(ii) All queries/submissions to be made to any

DGFT office shall be made by e-mail to the officer/
staff member concerned. All such e-mails will be
replied to within 48 hours of their receipt and the
matter resolved in the prescribed timeframe. Where
further clarification, etc. is required, it will be
indicated in the e-mail reply for suitable response
by the applicant. All e-mails by the applicant shall
be copied to the Head of the Office. The reply from
the officer concerned shall also be copied to the
Head of the Office, who will on a weekly basis
review all such e-mails to ensure compliance with
the above timeline and timely disposal of the
matter. List of e-mail addresses of Heads of
Offices is given below. For all functional areas
where online facility/options are available, these
may be preferably exercised by applicants.
(iii) In matters where physical submission is
absolutely necessary, the applicant will dispatch
the physical documentation by speed post with a
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Subject: Amendment in export policy of Pulses.
In exercise of the powers
conferred by Section 5 of the
Foreign Trade (Development &
Regulation) Act, 1992 (No.22
of 1992), as amended, read with Para 1.02 of
the Foreign Trade Policy, 2015-20, the Central
Government hereby amends, with immediate
effect, Sl. No. 54 in Chapter 7 of Schedule 2 of
ITC(HS) Classification of Export & Import
Items, as amended from time to time.
2. The prohibition on export of pulses till
further orders as notified vide Notification No
78(RE-2013)/2009-14 dated 31.03.2014 read
with Sl. No. 54 in Chapter 7 of Schedule 2 of
ITC(HS) Classification of Export & Import
Items, as amended from time to time, will not
apply to export of Roasted Gram (whole/split)
in consumer packs of 1 (one) Kg.
copy of the above e-mail/online submission reference to link the two and mention the same in the
e-mail which can include scanned copies of the
documents as attachments.
(iv) Any person who wishes to submit a document or application in person notwithstanding (i),
(ii) and (iii) above for unavoidable reasons, will do
so by way of submission at a Receipt Desk at the
Office Reception, in each DGFT office. The person submitting such application/documentation
shall be given a computerized acknowledgement.
This application must carry the name, address,
telephone No. and e-mail address of the applicant. As indicated in (i) and (ii) above, all Heads
of Offices will monitor these submissions also on
weekly basis to ensure that a response by e-mail
is sent to the applicant within 48 hours and the
matter is disposed of within the prescribed timeline.
(v) If, notwithstanding the above, it is absolutely
necessary for an applicant to meet an officer in
person, the meeting shall be permissible only
with the Head of Office or a person not below the
rank of Joint DGFT who shall listen to the applicant and facilitate timely and proper disposal of
the matter as above and convey a response by email. It shall be strictly enforced that visitors’
passes shall not be issued in any other circumstance. Visitors issued passes for meeting with
Head of the Office/officers of Joint DGFT and
above rank, will be strictly supervised to ensure
that they meet with the designated person and
immediately exit the building. Any person entertaining visitors in violation of these guidelines will
be strictly dealt with. EDI related complainants
may, however, be allowed by the senior to meet
with technical staff to resolve their matter.
(vi) All RAs shall maintain an updated list of all
pending applications in various functional areas
like IEC code, Status Holder Certificate, DFIA/
Advance Authorisation, EPCG, EODC, MEIS,
other scripts etc giving time duration of pendency
etc and review daily. With support of NIC these
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lists shall be posted online.
2. These instructions may be strictly complied
with. Support from exporter/importer community
is requested to enable this arrangement to succeed and ensure that the functioning of DGFT
offices is transparent and free of improprieties.
E-mail addresses of Regional Authorities of
DGFT
SNo. Name of the
Regional
Authority (City)
1
Ahmedabad
2
Amritsar
3
Bangalore
4
Bhopal
5
Chennai
6
Chandigarh
7
Cochin
8
Coimbatore
9
Cuttack
10 Dehradun
11
Goa (Panjim)
12 Guwahati
13 Hyderabad
14 Indore Extension
office

E-mail Address

ahmedabad-dgft@nic.in
amritsar-dgft@nic.in
bangalore-dgft@nic.in
bhopal-dgft@nic.in
chennai-dgft@nic.in
chandigarh-dgft@nic.in
cochin-dgft@nic.in
coimbatore-dgft@nic.in
cuttack-dgft@nic.in
dehradun-dgft@nic.in
ddgft.goa@nic.in
guwahati-dgft@nic.in
hyderabad-dgft@nic.in
bhopal-dgft@nic.in

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Jaipur
Jammu
Kanpur
Kolkata
Moradabad
Madurai
Ludhiana
Mumbai
Nagpur
CLA, New Delhi
Patna
Pune
Panipat
Puducherry
Raipur
Rajkot
Surat
Shillong
Srinagar
Trivandrum
Vadodara
Varanasi
Vishakhapatnam

jaipur-dgft@nic.in
jammu-dgft@nic.in
kanpur-dgft@nic.in
kolkata-dgft@nic.in
moradabad-dgft@nic.in
madurai-dgft@nic.in
ludhiana-dgft@nic.in
mumbai-dgft@nic.in
nagpur-dgft@nic.in
cladelhi-dgft@nic.in
patna-dgft@nic.in
pune-dgft@nic.in
panipat-dgft@nic.in
pondicherry-dgft@nic.in
raipur-dgft@nic.in
rajkot-dgft@nic.in
surat-dgft@nic.in
dgft-shil-meg@nic.in
srinagar-dgft@nic.in
trivandrum-dgft@nic.in
vadodara-dgft@nic.in
varanasi-dgft@nic.in
visakhapatnam-dgft@
nic.in
E-mail Address for DGFT(HQs)
dgft@nic.in

DFIA Ban on Raw Sugar after 1 May 2015
No Sympathy for Cases in Pipeline
Effects of this Public Notice: Procedure for processing pending applications in RA for issuance and
transferability of DFIAs has been issued.
Subject: Procedure to deal with the pending applications for issuance of Duty Free Import Authorisation(s)
(DFIA) and their transferability.
56-PN
22.01.2016
(DGFT)

Several references have been
received in this Directorate
from Trade and Industry and
Regional Authorities of DGFT
regarding the manner of processing pending applications where DFIAs are yet to be issued and
the manner of processing applications for transferability where DFIAs have already been issued.
Therefore, in exercise of powers conferred under
paragraph 1.03 of the Foreign Trade Policy, 20152020, the Director General of Foreign Trade hereby
notifies procedure to be followed for issuance of
DFIA and their transferability as under:
1. Pre-Export DFIA with AU condition and subsequent transferability on completion of export
was available in the FTP 2009-14. Exemption
from various duties was available as per Para
4.2.2 (d)&(e) read with para 4.2.6 of FTP2009-14.
In FTP 2015-20 the Duty Free import Authorisation
(DFIA) with AU condition has been dispensed
with w.e.f 1.04.2015. Now DFIA scheme is available only on Post Export basis with eligible
exemption only from basic customs duty as per
para 4.26 of FTP 2015-20.
2. As per Para 4.28 of HBP 2015-20 (relevant
Para 4.12.1 of HBP 2009-14) “Exports/supplies
made in anticipation of grant of Advance
Authorisation shall be entirely on risk and responsibility of the exporter.”
Moreover, the exporter has also been given the
option under Para 4.29 of HBP 2015-20 (relevant
para 4.12.2 of HBP 2009-14) to get conversion of
duty free shipping bills to drawback shipping bills
in case application of Advance Authorisation is
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rejected or modified by RA for allowing drawback
to the exporter, if admissible.
3. Vide Notif ication No.5/2015-20 dated
01.05.2015, import of “raw sugar” under Duty Free
Import Authorization (DFIA) scheme was withdrawn with immediate effect. Therefore, no benefit
of DFIA scheme can be allowed for import of “raw
sugar “on DFIAs issued on or after 1.05.2015.
4. The manner of dealing with the requests for
issuance of DFIA and transferability will be as per
paragraphs given below:
4.1 Cases where Authorisation ( DFIA ) could
not be issued up to 1.04.2015:
a. Cases where DFIA applications were filed
on line to Regional Authorities (RAs) before
1.04.2015 by exporters but no exports have
been made by exporter before 1.04.2015- In
such situations, application will be treated as
valid application and RA may issue DFIA based
on Post Export basis only as per FTP 2015-20
and HBP 2015-20.
b. Cases where DFIA applications were filed
on line to Regional Authorities (RAs) before
1.04.2015 by exporters and exports have been
made partially/fully up to 31.03.2015- In such
situation, RA may issue DFIA based on Post
Export basis only as per FTP 2015-20 and HBP
2015-20 as per admissibility.
c. Cases where DFIA applications were filed
on line to Regional Authorities (RAs) before
1.05.2015 by exporters and exports have been
made partially/fully up to 30.04.2015 and
exporter has used “raw sugar” as input as
per SION- In such situations, DFIA will be al-

All Departments Must Strictly
Follow the Three Mandatory
Document Instruction,
Orders DGFT
Deviations to be Reported to the
Officer through Trade Associations
Subject: Strict adherence to the Notification
No 114 dated 12th March 2015 specifying
number of mandatory documents required for
Export and Import.
15-TN
21.01.2016
(DGFT)

To reduce the number of
mandatory documents
required for exports and
imports, DGFT had issued
Notification No 114 dated 12th March 2015
specifying that only three documents each
would be mandatory for exports and imports.
These documents are:
(a) Mandatory documents required for export of goods from India:
1. Bill of Lading/Airway Bill
2. Commercial Invoice cum Packing List
3. Shipping Bill/Bill of Export
(b) Mandatory documents required for import of goods into India
1. Bill of Lading/Airway Bill
2. Commercial Invoice cum Packing List
3. Bill of Entry
2. The Notification mentioned that for export
or import of specific goods which are subject
to any restrictions/policy conditions or require
NOC or product specific compliances under
any statute, the regulatory authority concerned may notify additional documents for
purposes of export or import. In specific cases
of export or import, the regulatory authority
concerned may electronically or in writing
seek additional documents or information, as
deemed necessary to ensure legal compliance. Thus a departure from the 3 document
norm is envisaged only in rare exceptional
cases where a substantive legal requirement
exists for doing so.
3. The above notification applies to all departments concerned with Exports and Imports.
All concerned are requested to follow the
above notification strictly and not require submission of additional documents without sufficient cause. Any deviations may be reported
to DGFT through the respective trade bodies.
lowed as per FTP 2015-20 to the extent of the
entitlement of “raw sugar” on the export consignments for which Let Export Orders (LEOs) have
been issued till 2400 hrs on Thursday 30.4.2015.
Any shipments having LEO on or after 1.05.2015,
where raw sugar has been used as an input will
not be eligible for grant of DFIA. Exporter will have
option to avail facility to get his Shipping Bills
converted to Drawback Scheme as per para 4.29
of HBP 2015-20
4.2 Cases where DFIA (not involving import of
raw sugar as an input) was issued as per
provisions of FTP 2009-14 but request for
transferability could not be considered up to
30.03.2015.
In such cases Transferability request may be
considered by RA as per the terms and conditions
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of DFIA issued during FTP 2009-14, provided all
documents are in order.
4.3 Cases involving import of raw sugar where
request for transferability could not be considered.
a. Request for transferability in respect of
DFIA which were already issued in earlier
FTP 2009-14 and involve raw sugar as an
input – Requests of transferability in such cases
of DFIAs may be considered by RA, as per FTP
2009-14, by allowing entitlement of raw sugar for
export consignments for which Let Export Orders
(LEOs) have been issued till 2400 hrs on Thursday 30.4.2015. Any exports with LEO on or after
1.05.2015 will not be eligible for DFIA benefit in
view of Notification No. 5/2015-20.Exporter will
have option to avail facility to get his Shipping Bills

converted to Drawback Scheme as per para 4.29
of HBP 2015-20.
b. Requests for transferable DFIA as per FTP
2015-20 on the exports made from 1.04.2015
till 30.04.2015 where raw sugar in an inputRA may grant transferable DFIA as per FTP 201520 by allowing entitlement of raw sugar for export
consignments made from 1.04.2015 up to
30.04.205 for which Let Export Orders (LEOs)
have been issued till 2400 hrs on Thursday
30.4.2015. Any exports with LEO on or after
1.05.2015 will not be eligible for grant of DFIA
benefit in view of Notification No. 5/2015-20.Exporter will have option to avail facility to get his
Shipping Bills converted to Drawback Scheme as
per para 4.29 of HBP 2015-20.

J&K Excise Exemption Sunset for New Units in Two Months
• Notification for 31 March 2016 as Last Date for Commencement of
Production Released
Seeks to amend Notifications No.56/2002-CE & No.57/2002-CE both dated 14.11.2002 so as to insert
a sunset clause of 31.03.2016 and to deny the benefit of the exemption to goods on which certain
specified processes have been undertaken
03-CE
22.01.2016
(DoR)

In exercise of the powers
conferred by sub-section (1)
of section 5A of the Central
Excise Act, 1944 (1 of 1944),
read with sub-section (3) of section 3 of the
Additional Duties of Excise (Goods of Special
Importance) Act, 1957 (58 of 1957) and subsection (3) of section 3 of the Additional Duties of
Excise (Textiles and Textile Articles) Act, 1978,

(40 of 1978), the Central Government, being
satisfied that it is necessary in the public interest
so to do, hereby makes the following further
amendments in the notifications of the Government of India in the Ministry of Finance (Department of Revenue) specified in column (2) of the
Table below, in the manner and to the extent
specified in the corresponding entry in column (3)
of the said Table, namely:-

Table
SNo. Notification No.
and date
(1) (2)
1.
56/2002-Central
Excise, dated the
14th November,
2002 [G.S.R.
764(E), dated
14th November,
2002].

2.

Amendments

(3)
In the said notification,(a) in paragraph 3,
(i) in clause (a), after the figures, letters and words, “14th day of June, 2002”,
the words, figures and letters “but not later than the 31st day of March, 2016”
shall be inserted;
(ii) in sub- clause (i) of clause (b), after the figures, letters and words, “14th
day of June, 2002”, the words, figures and letters, “but not later than the 31st
day of March, 2016” shall be inserted;
(iii) in sub- clause (ii) of clause (b), after the figures, letters and words, “14th
day of June, 2002”, the words, figures and letters, “but not later than the 31st
day of March, 2016” shall be inserted;
(b) after paragraph (4), the following paragraph shall be inserted, namely:“5. The exemption contained in this notification shall not apply to such goods which have been
subjected to only one or more of the following processes, namely, preservation during storage,
cleaning operations, packing or repacking of such goods in a unit container or labeling or re-labelling
of containers, sorting, declaration or alteration of retail sale price and have not been subjected to any
other process or processes amounting to manufacture in the State of Jammu and Kashmir.”.
57/2002-Central
In the said notification,Excise, dated the (a) in paragraph 3,14th November,
(i) in clause (a), after the figures, letters and words, “14th day of June, 2002”,
2002 [G.S.R.
the words, figures and letters “but not later than the 31st day of March, 2016”
765(E), dated
shall be inserted;
14th November,
(ii) in sub-clause (i) of clause (b), after the figures, letters and words, “14th
2002].
day of June, 2002”, the words, figures and letters, “but not later than the 31st
day of March, 2016” shall be inserted;
(iii) in sub-clause (ii) of clause (b), after the figures, letters and words, “14th
day of June, 2002”, the words, figures and letters, “but not later than the 31st
day of March, 2016” shall be inserted and
(b) after paragraph (4), the following paragraph shall be inserted, namely:“5. The exemption contained in this notification shall not apply to such goods which have been
subjected to only one or more of the following processes, namely, preservation during storage,
cleaning operations, packing or repacking of such goods in a unit container or labeling or re-labelling
of containers, sorting, declaration or alteration of retail sale price and have not been subjected to any
other process or processes amounting to manufacture in the State of Jammu and Kashmir.”.

[F.No. 332/09/2013-TRU]
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34 Revenue Officers Awarded
Appreciation Certificate on
RDay 2016

• Amitabh Kumar and Somesh
Chander of TRU, Upender Gupta
of GST Cell Recognised
• Only 3 Out of 10 from Outside
Delhi in Commissioner Rank!
15-Cus(NT)
22.01.2016
(DoR)

The President is pleased
to award an Appreciation
Certificate for –”Specially
distinguished record of
service” - to each of the under-mentioned
officers of Customs & Central Excise Department on the occasion of Republic Day, 2016:Principal Commissioners/Commissioners
1. V. Padmanabhan, New Delhi
2. Upender Gupta, New Delhi
3. Amitabh Kumar, New Delhi
4. Hitesh Ajit Shah, Mumbai
Additional Commissioners/Joint
Commissioners
5. Ranjit Kumar, New Delhi
6. Deepankar Aron, Jaipur
7. Vinay Kumar Singh, New Delhi
8. Vinod Kumar Mehta, Chandigarh
9. Prashant Shrihari Kaduskar, Vadodara
10. Dr. Somesh Chander, New Delhi
Deputy Commissioners/Assistant
Commissioners
11. P.V.K. Rajasekhar, Chennai
12. N. Arunaasalam, Coimbatore
13. Mahendra Pratap Singh Sengar, Mumbai
14. Anil Kumar Chandela, New Delhi
Superintendents / Senior Intelligence
Officers
15. Ashim Sarkar, Kolkata
16. Devang Kirtikumar Kansara, Ahmedabad
17. Ganesh Ray, Mumbai
18. S. Hanuma Prasad, Hyderabad
19. Ajay Kumar Dixit, New Delhi
20. S. Natarajan, Bengaluru
21. R. Manjunatha, Bengaluru
22. N. Balaji Ramanathan, Chennai
23. Manoj Kumar Aggarwal, New Delhi
24. M.R. Ramachandran, Cochin
25. Darshan Kumar Sharma, New Delhi
26. P.A. Vincent, Mumbai
27. Lalthankung Hmar, Shillong
Inspector/Intelligence Officer
28. Iyer Ganapathi Raman V, Mumbai
29. Vinay Kumar Nigam, Kanpur.
30. Smt.R. Haseena, Chennai.
31. Raghvendra Singh Rathore, New Delhi
32. Dinesh Singh, New Delhi.
Sr. Private Secretary/Executive Assistant
33. Dipak Kumar Dutta, Kolkata
34. Bhupendra Singh Bisth, New Delhi
2. These awards are made under clause (a) (ii)
of Para 1 of the Scheme governing the grant of
awards to the officers and staff of the Customs
& Central Excise Department, Central Bureau
of Narcotics, and Directorate of Enforcement,
as published in Part I, Section I of the Gazette
of India Extraordinary, Notification No.12/139/
59-Ad.III (B) dated 5th November, 1962, as
amended from time to time.
F. No. 394/154/2015-Cus (AS)
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Board Wants Monthly Reports on Case
Withdrawal Circular of 17 Dec
[CBEC Instruction F.No. 390/Misc./163/2010-JC dated 21st January
2016]
Subject: Report in respect of withdrawal of department’s appeals pending
before High Court / CESTAT on the basis of; (i) enhanced monetary limit and
(ii) earlier Supreme Court’s decision on the identical matters.
I am directed to invite your kind attention towards the Board’s Instructions
of even no. dated 17.12.2015 & F. No. 390/Misc./67/2014-JC dated 18.12.2015
on the above mentioned subject.
In this regard, all the Principal Chief Commissioners/ Chief Commissioners were required vide instruction dated 18.12.2015 to furnish a monthly
report in the prescribed format enumerating the number of cases reviewed
on the basis of earlier Supreme Court’s decision on the identical matters and
the appeals withdrawn on this account to the Board.
Further in this regard, Board’s letter of even number dated 01.01.2016 may
also be referred to, wherein it was informed that the instructions dated
17.12.2015 will also apply to all pending appeals in the High Courts/
CESTAT. Vide the Board’s letter dated 01.01.2016, all the Principal Chief
Commissioners/ Chief Commissioners were required to take immediate
necessary action for cases which are below the new threshold limits subject
to the conditions ibid.
In view of above the report regarding action taken in compliance of the said
instructions dated 17.12.2015 and 18.12.2015 may be sent to the Board by
return fax.
F.No.390/Misc./163/2010-JC

China Wins in Appeal at WTO in EU Fasteners Case
India Case cannot be a Full Surrogate for China NME
says WTO AB

T

he WTO’s highest court ruled on Monday that an EU review of earlier antidumping duties on Chinese-made iron and steel fasteners – such as
screws, nuts, and bolts – was insufficient to bring the measures in line with
global trade rules.
The W TO dispute (DS397) was launched in 2009, when Beijing requested
consultations with the 28-nation bloc on the anti-dumping duties, which at
the time ranged from 26.5 to 85 percent. At the time, China argued that both
the EU’s Basic Anti-Dumping Regulation and its fasteners anti-dumping
measure violated WTO rules.
When dealing with non-market economies (NMEs), the EU’s Basic AntiDumping Regulation says that determining “normal value” – in other words,
the product’s price domestically or production cost – allows for using an
“appropriate market-economy third country.” Normal value is used in the
calculation of dumping margins, which is the difference between normal
value and export price.
The regulation originally provided that in the case of imports from nonmarket economies, the duty shall be specified for the supplying country
concerned rather than for each supplier. It also stated that an individual duty
will only be specified for exporters that demonstrate that they fulfil certain
criteria.
In the original fastener investigation, EU authorities chose to use India as
this third country, with Pooja Forge, a producer of fasteners based in that
country, used to help determine these margins. A dispute panel found in
favour of China in December 2010, with the Appellate Body later agreeing in
July 2011 that elements of the Basic Anti-Dumping Regulation and the
fastener investigation violated certain trade rules, though for different
reasons.
Following the result, the EU adopted a new regulation, which featured
changes such as removing the list of substantive criteria that exporters need
to demonstrate in order to receive an individual duty in the old regulation.
The new regulation also provided that “suppliers which are legally distinct
from other suppliers or which are legally distinct from the State may
nevertheless be considered as a single entity for the purpose of specifying
the duty,” as well as those factors that can be taken into account in applying
the regulation.
The EU later also conducted a review investigation, ultimately deciding to
continue imposing anti-dumping duties on certain fasteners, while making

Exchange Rates for Customs Valuation
Rupee Falls by 80 paise to Rs. 68.40 against
Dollar for Imports w.e.f. 22 Jan 2016; Euro by Rs.
1.35 at Rs. 74.70
14-Cus(NT)
21.01.2016
(DoR)

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 14 of
the Customs Act, 1962 (52 of 1962), and in super
session of the notification of the Central Board of Excise
& Customs No. 02/2016-CUSTOMS (N.T.), dated the 07th
January, 2016, except as respects things done or omitted to be done before
such supersession, the Central Board of Excise and Customs hereby
determines that the rate of exchange of conversion of each of the foreign
currency specified in column (2) of each of Schedule I and Schedule II
annexed hereto into Indian currency or vice versa, shall, with effect from
22nd January, 2016 be the rate mentioned against it in the corresponding
entry in column (3) thereof, for the purpose of the said section, relating to
imported and export goods.
SNo. Currency

Imprted Goods
Exported Goods
Current
Previous Current
Previous

Schedule I – Rate of exchange of one unit of foreign currency equivalent
to Indian rupees
1.
Australian Dollar
47.70
47.70
46.30
46.50
2.
Bahrain Dinar
185.45
182.95
174.80
172.40
3.
Canadian Dollar
47.35
48.00
46.35
46.95
4.
Danish Kroner
10.05
9.85
9.75
9.55
5.
EURO
74.70
73.35
72.90
71.55
6.
Hong Kong Dollar
8.75
8.70
8.60
8.55
7.
Kuwait Dinar
229.20
226.45
216.60
213.95
8.
Newzeland Dollar
44.30
45.00
43.10
43.80
9.
Norwegian Kroner
7.75
7.60
7.55
7.40
10. Pound Sterling
97.30
98.95
95.15
96.80
11. Singapore Dollar
47.65
47.15
46.70
46.10
12. South African Rand
4.15
4.10
3.95
3.85
13. Saudi Arabian Riyal
18.60
18.35
17.60
17.35
14. Swedish Kroner
8.00
7.90
7.80
7.70
15. Swiss Franc
68.40
67.60
66.70
65.90
16. UAE Dirham
19.00
18.75
18.00
17.70
17. US Dollar
68.40
67.45
67.35
66.40
18. Chinese Yuan
10.45
10.25
10.20
10.05
Schedule II – Rate of exchange of 100 units of foreign currency equivalent to
Indian rupees

1.
2.

Japanese Yen
Kenya Shilling

58.55
68.20

57.30
67.40

57.25
64.40

56.05
63.65

[F.No.468/01/2016-Cus.V]
some changes to the actual dumping rates. However, a panel ruled in August
2015 that this was not enough to achieve compliance with the 28-nation
bloc’s W TO commitments.
This week’s Appellate Body ruling came following appeals from both
parties of the compliance panel report. The ruling upheld the bulk of the
compliance panel findings, many of which dealt with the availability of
information regarding Pooja Forge’s products in determining normal values
for Chinese producers, along with finding that there had not been an objective
assessment of whether the Indian firm had shown “good cause” for some of
its information being treated as confidential in the anti-dumping proceedings.
The Appellate Body did disagree with one of the panel’s rulings of
compliance, specifically finding that the EU actually had violated W TO antidumping rules in not reflecting in its anti-dumping determination a proper
assessment of tax differences and other costs that Chinese producers say
they are subject to and had therefore requested adjustments for.
“The measures have negative effect on exports from China around US$1
billion and more than 100,000 jobs from thousands of fastener producers in
China,” said an e-mailed statement from China’s Head of Department of
Treaty and Law at the Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM).
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Future of World Economy by Vivek Wadhwa – Stanford University
Governments, businesses, and
economists have all been caught
off guard by the geopolitical shifts
that happened with the crash of
oil prices and the slowdown of
China’s economy. Most believe
that the price of oil will recover and that China will
continue its rise. They are mistaken. Instead of
worrying about the rise of China, we need to fear
its fall; and while oil prices may oscillate over the
next four or five years, the fossil-fuel industry is
headed the way of the dinosaur. The global
balance of power will shift as a result.
LED light bulbs, improved heating and cooling
systems, and software systems in automobiles
have gradually been increasing fuel efficiency
over the past decades. But the big shock to the
energy industry came with fracking, a new set of
techniques and technologies for extracting more
hydrocarbons from the ground. Though there are
concerns about environmental damage, these
increased the outputs of oil and gas, caused the
usurpation of old-line coal-fired power plants, and
dramatically reduced America’s dependence on
foreign oil.
The next shock will come from clean energy.
Solar and wind are now advancing on exponential
curves. Every two years, for example, solar installation rates are doubling, and photovoltaic-module costs are falling by about 20 percent. Even
without the subsidies that governments are phasing out, present costs of solar installations will, by
2022, halve, reducing returns on investments in
homes, nationwide, to less than four years. By
2030, solar power will be able to provide 100
percent of today’s energy needs; by 2035, it will
seem almost free - just as cell-phone calls are
today.
This seems hard to believe, given that solar

production provides less than one percent of the
Earth’s energy needs today. But this is how
exponential technologies advance. They double
in performance every year or two and their prices
fall. Given that California already generates more
than 5 percent of its electricity from utility-scale
solar, it is not hard to fathom what the impact of
another few doublings would be: the imminent
extinction of the fossil-fuel industry. Exponential
technologies are deceptive because they move
very slowly at first, but one percent becomes two
percent, which becomes four, eight, and sixteen;
you get the idea. As futurist Ray Kurzweil says,
when an exponential technology is at one percent, you are halfway to 100 percent, and that is
where solar and wind energies are now.
Anyone tracking the exponential growth of
fracking and the gradual advances that were being
made in conservation and fuel efficiency should
have been able to predict, years ago, that by
2015, the price of oil would drop dramatically. It
wasn’t surprising that relatively small changes in
supply and demand caused massive disruptions
to global oil prices; that is how markets work.
They cause commodities futures and stock prices
to fall dramatically when slowdowns occur. This is
what is happening to China’s markets also. The
growth of China’s largest industry, manufacturing, has stalled, causing ripple effects throughout
China’s economy.
The problem for China is that its robots are no
more productive than their counterparts in the
West are. They all work 24×7 without complaining
or joining labor unions. They cost the same and
consume the same amount of energy. Given the
long shipping times and high transportation costs
it no longer makes sense to send raw materials
across the oceans to China to have them assembled into finished goods and shipped to the
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West. Manufacturing can once again become a
local industry.
After this, another technology revolution will
begin: digital manufacturing.
In conventional manufacturing, parts are produced by humans using power-driven machine
tools, such as saws, lathes, milling machines,
and drill presses, to physically remove material to
obtain the shape desired. In digital manufacturing, parts are produced by melting successive
layers of materials based on 3D models - adding
materials rather than subtracting them. The “3D
printers” that produce these use powered metal,
droplets of plastic, and other materials – much
like the toner cartridges that go into laser printers.
3D printers can already create physical mechanical devices, medical implants, jewelry, and even
clothing. But these are slow, messy, and cumbersome - much like the first generations of inkjet
printers were. This will change.
In the early 2020s we will have elegant lowpriced printers for our homes that can print toys
and household goods. Businesses will use 3D
printers to do small-scale production of previously
labor-intensive crafts and goods. Late in the next
decade, we will be 3D-printing buildings and
electronics. These will eventually be as fast as
today’s laser printers are. And don’t be surprised
if by 2030, the industrial robots go on strike,
waving placards saying “stop the 3D printers: they
are taking our jobs away.”

Hollande Visits India... Cont'd..313
of Railways to support a semi high-speed project
for up-gradation of Delhi-Chandigarh line to 200
kmph. The two Leaders also welcomed the signing of the agreement between SNCF and Ministry
of Railways on cooperation in the station renovation projects for Ambala and Ludhiana railway
stations.
The leaders also welcomed the Joint Venture
agreement signed between the Indian Railways
and Alstom for the supply of 800 high horse power
locomotives manufactured in India and the
shareholding agreement signed between them
during the visit to finalize the investment in the
electric locomotives factory in Madhepura, Bihar.

Space
Recalling the commemoration of the fiftieth anniversary of Indo-French space cooperation in 2015,
the leaders welcomed the signing of two Implementing Arrangements between their Space Agencies for cooperation in definition studies on a
future joint Thermal Infrared Earth Observation
mission and hosting of the French instrument for
data collection on India’s Oceasnsat-3 satellite.
The Leaders expressed confidence that these
missions would contribute significantly to the
monitoring of the environment, weather, water
resources and coastal zones and further
strengthen the partnership between the two countries. They also welcomed the announcement of
collaboration through the participation of the Centre National d’études spatiales (CNES) in future
space and planetary exploration missions of the
Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO).
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